The week ahead: week 47
20-24 November 2023

Monday 20 November

- FSI Insights *Too hot to insure – avoiding the insurability tipping point* by Jeffery Yong and co-author
  Contact: Emma Claggett, emma.claggett@bis.org

- Fernando Restoy speaks on *Current challenges in the banking industry: the role of public policy* at the Conferencias de la Facultad de Ciencias Económicas y Empresariales-UCM
  Contact: Emma Claggett, emma.claggett@bis.org

Tuesday 21 November

- BCBS newsletter on the implementation of *Principles for the effective management and supervision of climate-related financial risks*
  Contact: Alan Soughley, alan.soughley@bis.org

Wednesday 22 November

- Publication of *Central banking in the Americas: Lessons from two decades*. Anniversary volume to mark the 20th anniversary of the Office for the Americas. Foreword by Agustín Carstens and chapters by Alexandre Tombini, Ana Aguilar, Jon Frost, Christian Upper and Fabrizio Zampolli; member countries; the International Monetary Fund; and the Peterson Institute for International Economics
  Contact: Erika Contreras, erika.contreras@bis.org

- Working Paper *Firm heterogeneity, capital misallocation and optimal monetary policy* by Galo Nuño Barrau and others
  Contact: Martin Hood, martin.hood@bis.org

Thursday 23 November

- Agustín Carstens gives a keynote speech at an event on *CBDC & Future Monetary System* held at the Bank of Korea. The event will be livestreamed and the text published on the BIS website.
  Contact: Krista Hughes, krista.hughes@bis.org
• BIS Bulletin Monetary policy, financial conditions and real activity: is this time different? by Fernando Avalos, Deniz Igan, Cristina Manea and Richhild Moessner Contact: Louise Egan, louise.egan@bis.org

• Publication of conclusions of Project Tourbillon, which explores privacy solutions for retail CBDCs Contact: Andreas Adriano, andreas.adriano@bis.org

Friday 24 November

• Fernando Restoy gives keynote lecture at Mexican Banking Association Finance & Markets Seminar. The speech will be published later on the BIS website. Contact: Emma Claggett, emma.claggett@bis.org

• BIS Paper Labour markets and inflation in EMEs Contact: Erika Contreras, erika.contreras@bis.org

Disclaimer: Please note that this information is provided for planning purposes only. The schedule is subject to change and publications and events may change. The views expressed in Working Papers and other research publications are those of the authors and not necessarily those of the BIS. For general queries, or if you are interested in a background briefing with any of the authors, please contact Global Media and Public Relations at media@bis.org. Note that as of 1 September, our email address has changed from press@bis.org previously.